TiBox
HIGH-END ENERGY

The intelligent energy storage system utilising lithium-titanate

Living with Leclanché – free of energy concerns
Experience maximum and permanent security

The TiBox renders an increase of the internal consumption and the possible level
of self-sufficiency. And you alone determine how the energy generated by your PV
installation or your CHP will be used. You will be more independent of electricity
providers and will substantially increase your internal consumption.

Unprecedented performance of a new dimension
with innovative lithium-titanate
Energy storage systems by Leclanché are far ahead of their time. This is guaranteed
both by the lithium-titanate technology and the patented ceramic separator as well as
the innovative raw materials and the water-based electrode manufacturing. With 15,000
charging and discharging cycles and a reclaimable storage capacity of 95% the TiBox
sets standards of a new dimension.
The TiBox can be fully charged or discharged within one hour. It is, to the greatest
possible extent, tolerant against temperature variations. A storage system for all who
demand the highest standards of innovative technology and sustainable longevity.

Depth of discharge of 95% on
system level

15,000 charging/discharging cycles

Important performance data
for direct reading on the
device

CAN-Bus
communication

Redundant safety concept

Full charging possible within one hour

Enjoy new independence with new technology
Store energy with innovative capacity

Perfectly matched components from
in-house production for maximum security
Owing to the unique separator technology, the core element of the lithium-titanate
cells, the security of the Leclanché storage systems is far above average. The ceramic
separator renders the cell essentially insusceptible to thermal failure. As a result of the
exclusive use of our own technology the system and the cell are perfectly matched, offer
the highest performance and the highest degree of safety. The risk of the cells catching fire
or generating smoke or oxyhydrogen are practically excluded.
Additional safety measures on the system level guarantee a carefree use even in
residential buildings. Certified installation partners will provide a reliable installation and
will also be pleased to be your contact for issues relating to the operation and optimisation
of the system. Tested by TÜV Rheinland (German Association for Technical Inspection)
Leclanché storage systems meet all important safety standards.

Into the future with unbeatable advantages
Rely on the simple and flexible solutio

-- For existing PV installations
-- For newly installed PV installations

+

-- For a simple and fast installation
-- No service required
-- Modular extension possible
-- Quality “Made in Germany”
-- Can be combined with various PV 		
inverters
-- Minimum space requirements

TiBox

Made in Germany

+

In operation with versatile perspectives
Make use of the wide range of applications your TiBox offers

Optimised internal consumption
against cost increase.
Generated PV energy could only be
used directly or fed into the power
supply system. By increasing the
internal consumption quota with a storage
system you will counter both the escalating
electricity costs and the rapid decline of the
feed-in compensation in the long term.

Individual stand-alone solutions
for more independence.
Independence of energy suppliers
was not previously attainable with
the energy generated by a PV
installation. With the TiBox, buildings not
connected to the mains, such as summer
cottages or stables, can be supplied with
energy even without directly produced PV
energy.

Reliable storage systems for
more security.
Power blackouts caused by capacity
X
overloads in the power supply
systems or severe weather often
separate entire regions from the grid. Other
than outdated diesel generators the TiBox
guarantees uninterrupted power supply with
CO2-free energy from your home grid.

Valuable domestic electricity for
an additional income.
To sell electricity at a high price and
to buy it cheaply at the right time will
become a reality in years to come.
With electricity from your PV installation and
the TiBox you will have an additional source
of income at your disposal in the future.

Functionality and status can be read
out directly on the TiBox via LEDs.
The most important performance
data may, however, be retrieved at
the web portal of the “Sunny Island” charge controller by SMA. Information on the
state of charge, power input, PV generation, feed-in, internal consumption and internal
consumption quota can be rapidly and simply viewed there at any time.

Invest in safety with the TiBox
Determine yourself what your energy is worth

By deciding in favour of the TiBox utilising lithium-titanate you do
not only decide on an innovative and high-output energy storage
system, you also opt for an economically intelligent solution.
The TiBox will make you independent of electricity providers and
future electricity price increases. It will turn you into the manager
of your own electricity which can be traded on the energy market.
The TiBox provides for low costs per stored kWh and can be
utilised with a depth of discharge of 95%. It is maintenance-free
and does not have to be replaced after only a few years.
Since we are convinced of our product we will refund the fair
value of the TiBox for a term of seven years and offer you a
warranty for up to ten years.

With a passion for batteries
Profit from our experience and qualit

Success with a history
As early as the beginning of the 19th century
Georges Leclanché, the inventor of the dry battery
and an entrepreneur, supplied the Belgian Telegraph
Administration and the Dutch Railway with his battery
solutions.
Today Leclanché ranks among the renowned
manufacturers of lithium-ion cells and individually
designed energy storage systems. At the site in Willstätt
in Germany Leclanché owns an automated production
site for one million lithium-ion cells using titanate.
With its three business domains “Stationary”, “Portable”,
and “Distribution” the company offers a broad product
spectrum for diverse fi elds of application. The objectives
of product development are “Safety”, “Performance” and
“Quality” so as to always satisfy all individual requirements.

With data speaking for themselves
For the product and for us

TiBox specifications
Cell technology

Lithium-ion (NCO Titanate)

Nominal energy (C/10)

3,2kWh*

Nominal voltage

50,6V

Maximum charging voltage

59,4V

Minimum discharging voltage

42,9V

Maximum continuous output

3,2kW

Permanent current

60A (1C)

Self consumption (in operation)

20-25W

Efficiency (C/10)

>90%

Depth of discharge

100%

Expected cycles (100% DoD, 20°C)

<15.000

Warranty

Up to 10 years

Dimension
Width
Depth
Height

731mm
515mm
312mm

Weight

120kg

Temperature range (max.)

+0°C - +40°C

Scalability

Max. 3 parallel

Communication

CAN-Bus

Standards

UN 38.3, IEC 60950-1

* The usable capacity depends on the system configuratio

Self-consumption without load/ Standby
Sunny Island

26W/7W (see also data sheet SMA)

Depth of discharge

95%

Efficiency Sunny Islan

max. 96%
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System specifications (utilising SMA Sunny Island)

